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Abstract

Clustering and correlation effects are frequently observed in chaotic systems in situations where, because of the positivity
of the Lyapunov exponents, no dimension reduction is to be expected. In this paper, using a globally coupled network of
Bernoulli units, one finds a general mechanism by which strong correlations and slow structures are obtained at the
synchronization edge. A structure index is defined, which diverges at the transition points. Some conclusions are drawn
concerning the construction of an ergodic theory of self-organization. q 1999 Published by Elsevier Science B.V. All rights
reserved.

1. Introduction

Even simple one degree of freedom systems may
display a rich dynamical behavior, namely, sensitive

Ž .dependence to initial conditions chaos , periodic and
aperiodic orbits of all types, mixing properties, etc.
When these systems are coupled, their cooperative
behavior reveals a set of dynamical patterns of which
the most interesting ones are clustering, coherent
structures and synchronization. The cooperative ef-
fects of simple coupled systems and their depen-
dence on the intensity of the coupling seem to
provide the dynamical basis for many phenomena in

w x w xphysics 1,2 , chemistry 3,4 and the neurosciences
w x5–7 . It has also been suggested by several authors
w x8–10 that self-synchronized activity in insect
colonies has adaptive advantages and is responsible
for efficient task fulfillment.

Synchronization of chaotic systems is a very in-
teresting phenomenon that has been extensively stud-

w xied 11,12 and which, in addition to its role in

modeling natural systems, may have technological
applications, for example in the field of secure com-
munications. According to the theory developed by
Pecora and Carrol a subsystem synchronizes with

Ž .another chaotic subsystem when the corresponding
conditional Lyapunov exponents are negative. The
conditional exponents being bona fide ergodic in-

w xvariants 13 , this is a precise mathematical condition
for synchronization on the support of the invariant
measure where the exponents are defined.

In the standard synchronization scenario, one of
the chaotic subsystems enslaves the other and there
is in an effective dimension reduction in phase space.
However, it has been noticed by several authors that
there are situations where one obtains synchroniza-

w xtion even with positive conditional exponents 14
and clustering or strong correlations of the subsys-

w xtems even when they are desynchronized 15–17 .
These correlations have been called hidden coher-
ence. Synchronization with positive conditional ex-
ponents has been attributed to the extreme trap effect
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w x14 , namely the fact that near an extreme point of
the iteration function the linear terms vanish and
second-order terms may have an effective contract-
ing role. On the other hand, fluctuations in the mean
field felt by each individual subsystem and instabil-
ity of the solutions for an effective one-dimensional

w xPerron–Frobenius equation, have been proposed 18
as an explanation for the hidden coherence. These
mechanisms may of course play a role in the forma-
tion of coherent structures and specific dynamical
features must surely have to be taken into account
for the concrete interpretation of each particular case.
However, one would like to understand why cluster-
ing and correlation effects are so common in coupled
situations where naively we would still expect to
have very small or no dimension reduction in the
overall dynamics.

The method to be used in this paper is also to
study a concrete example, but one that is sufficiently
simple for almost everything to be exactly computed
and from which essential features may be isolated
from model details. In particular, by using piecewise
linear maps one gets rid of second-order effects and
non-uniform hyperbolicity. Also the fluctuations in
the mean field, seen by each element of the coupled
system, seem to be rather tame and the origin of the
correlations and structures may be correctly identi-
fied. Once the behavior of these phenomena is clearly
understood in this model, we will then attempt to
separate what seems to be universal features and
what are particular features of the model.

2. Correlations at the synchronization edge

Consider a globally coupled system of N
Bernoulli units with dynamics

N c
x tq1 s 1yc f x t q f x tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ýi i jNy1j/i

1Ž .
Ž . Ž .and f x s2 x mod 1 . The nice feature of this

globally coupled system is that, although each iso-
lated unit is mixing and has orbits of all types,
nevertheless almost everything in the coupled system
may be exactly computed. This avoids interpretation
ambiguities of the results and, hopefully, will allow
for the separation of universal features from those

Ž .that are model-dependent see the conclusions . Ex-
1 N y 1cept for csc s the system is uniformly hy-s 2 N

perbolic and the Lyapunov exponents are:

l s log 21

N
l s log 2 1y c with multiplicity Ny1i ž /ž /Ny1

2Ž .

For coupling strength c-c the Lyapunov di-s

mension is N and one expects to have a BRS-mea-
sure absolutely continuous with respect to the
Lebesgue measure in R N. This is indeed so, the
distribution of the values taken by any one unit x isi

essentially flat and, for large N, the mean field seen
by any one unit has very small fluctuations. However
as one approaches csc from below, one sees thats

the dynamics organizes itself into synchronized
patches, with each patch maintaining also an approx-
imately constant phase relation with the other patches.
The synchronization and phase-locking effects how-
ever are not absolutely stable phenomena, the com-
position and phases of the clusters changing in time
but at a very slow time scale. This clustering effects
are evident on the statistics of the coordinate differ-
ences x yx shown in Fig. 1, where one has takeni k

the time averages over all pairs of units for a 100-
units system. Fig. 1 shows these distributions as c

Ž .varies. In Fig. 1a, without interaction cs0 the
triangular form of the distribution only reflects the
projection along the diagonal of a uniform distribu-
tion of the two coordinates on the unit square. As c

Žincreases this distribution is deformed Fig. 1b, for
.example but nothing dramatic occurs until one

1 N y 1reaches the region near c s . Then, as showns 2 N

in c, well defined structures develop which corre-
Ž .spond either to synchronization peak at zero or to

Žapproximate phase locking peak near 0.5 and bump
.around 0.25 . Notice however that this figure actu-

ally shows the superposition of two effects. If instead
of taking the average over all distance pairs, one
fixes a specific pair of coordinates, one may obtain
for short periods either the two peaks at zero and 0.5
or the bump at 0.25. Finally for c)c one obtainss

Ž .global synchronization Fig. 1d . Marked structures
are also obtained for some other linear combinations
of the coordinates. Fig. 2a–d shows the statistics for
x qx y2 x .i iq1 iq2
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NFig. 1. Distribution of the variable x yx for several values of the coupling parameter Cs c in a Bernoulli network of 100 units.i j N y 1

NFig. 2. Distribution of the variable x qx y2 x for several values of the coupling parameter Cs c in a Bernoulli network of 100i iq1 iq2 N y 1

units.
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The interpretation of these effects follows nicely
from the knowledge of the Lyapunov exponents

Ž .listed in 2 . For c-c all Lyapunov exponents ares

positive. However, near c there is one large Lya-s

punov exponent whereas all the others are nearly
Žzero. This implies a fast separation dynamics sensi-

.tive dependence to initial conditions in one direction
and very slow separation dynamics in all other direc-
tions transversal to the fast one. The fast one corre-

Ž .sponds to the eigenvector 1,1,1,1, . . . ,1 . Therefore,
although the invariant physical measure might still
be absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue,
the slow separation dynamics in the transversal di-
rections corresponds to long wavelength effects in
phase space that are most sensitive to the boundary
conditions and the available phase-space. Then, the
slow temporal structures beget non-uniform probabil-
ity distributions in the linear combinations of the
variables that correspond to the slow eigenvalues. In
particular, x yx corresponds to the eigenvectori iq1
Ž .0, . . . ,1,y 1,0, . . . ,0 and x q x y x toi iq1 iq2
Ž .0, . . . ,1,1,y 2,0, . . . ,0 .

In conclusion: the existence of structures near the
transition points where one or more Lyapunov expo-
nents approach zero from above should be an univer-
sal phenomena, whereas the detailed form of the
structures must depend on the particular nature of the
available phase space. The non-universality of the
shape of the probability distribution is quite apparent
in our example. BRS-measures are in general ob-
tained from the topological pressure when the func-
tion is the sum of the positive Lyapunov exponents,

w xnamely 19

1
m dX s lim lim supŽ .f Z ´ ,T ,f´™0 T™` Ž .S

=
T texp f f Y dtŽ .Ý Hž /yTS

=
1 T td Xy f Y dtdX 3Ž .Ž .H

2T yT

Ž .S being a ´ ,T -separated subset. If the function f

is the sum of the positive Lyapunov exponents, in
our example it only contributes a phase factor, con-
stant all over phase-space. Hence, the shape of the
invariant measure depends only on the delta func-
tion, that is, on the orbit structure which is deter-

mined by the boundary conditions and the available
phase space.

For the coupled Bernoulli units example, the shape
of the probability structures may actually be recov-
ered from an approximate probabilistic equation.

Ž .From 1 it follows that for any two units one has the
following relation:

x tq1 yx tq1Ž . Ž .i k

N
s 1y c f x t y f x t 4Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .i kž /Ny1

Ž .However 4 does not define a deterministic dynami-
cal law for the difference coordinate because it has

Ž .two branches in the interval 0,0.5 , namely

N
2 1y c x yxŽ .i kž /Ny1

x yx ™ ori k

N� 01y c 1y2 x yxŽ .Ž .i kž /Ny1

if x yx -0.5Ž .i k

N
1y c 2 x yx y1x yx ™ Ž .Ž .i ki k ž /Ny1

if x yx )0.5 5Ž . Ž .i k

Defining rs x yx and assigning probabilitiesi k

p , p and p to these three branches, one may write1 2 3

a probabilistic version of the Perron–Frobenius equa-
tion

r r 1 r yŽ . Ž .i
s p 6Ž .XÝ i1yr f y 1yyŽ .y1 i iŽ .ygf r

where the sum runs over the three possible inverses
of r and the factors 1yr and 1yy account for thei

projection along the diagonal on the unit square.
Iteration of this equation with p sp s0.5 and1 2

Np s1 shows that in the neighborhood of cs0.53 Ny 1

one obtains the observed structures, namely either
two peaks at zero and 0.5 or a bump around 0.25.

3. Self-organization and the structure index

ŽIn general one calls coherent structure in a col-
.lective system an identifiable phenomenon that has
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a scale very different from the scale of the compo-
nents of the system. A structure in space will corre-
spond to a feature at a length scale larger than the
characteristic size of the components and a structure
in time is a phenomenon with a time scale larger
than the cycle time of the individual components.

Ž .This suggests the definition of a temporal structure
index

Ns1 T yTi
Ss 7Ž .Ý

N Tis1

Žwhere N is the total number of components degrees
.of freedom of the coupled system, N is the numbers

of structures, T is the characteristic time of structurei
Ži and T is the cycle time of the components or,

alternatively, the characteristic time of the fastest
.structure . A similar definition would apply for a

spatial structure index, by replacing characteristic
times by characteristic lengths. In our coupled
Bernoulli units example the characteristic times of
the separation dynamics are the inverse of the Lya-
punov exponents and one obtains

Ny1 log2
Ss y1NN � 0log2 1y cž /Ny1

N
for c-0.5

Ny1
N

Ss0 for c)0.5 8Ž .
Ny1

NFor c)0.5 the structure index vanishes, be-Ny 1

cause the synchronized motion is effectively one-di-
mensional and the characteristic time of the synchro-
nized motion coincides with the characteristic time
of the individual units. The structure index is zero
both for the uncoupled case and the fully synchro-
nized one and diverges at the synchronization transi-
tion.

w xIn a previous paper 13 , the self-organization that
occurs when identical dynamical systems are cou-
pled was characterized by ergodic invariants con-
structed from the conditional exponents. Namely, a
measure of dynamical self-organization was defined
by

N

� 4Is h qh yh 9Ž .Ý k Nyk
ks1

where h and h , the conditional exponent en-k Nyk

tropies associated to the splitting Rk =R Nyk, are the
sums of the positive conditional exponents

h s j Žk . , h s j ŽNyk . 10Ž .Ý Ýk i Nyk i
Žk . ŽNyk .j )0 j )0i i

the conditional exponents being the eigenvalues of

1

2 nn) nlim D f x D f xŽ . Ž .Ž .k k
n™`

where D f n is the k=k diagonal block of the fullk

Jacobian.
For the coupled Bernoulli units example, for split-

tings into 1 and Ny1 parts, one obtains in the limit
of large N

° 2c
1cF 2~Is 11Ž .1yc
1¢yc cG 2

This quantity is also peaked at the synchronization
Ž .point, although finite but its interpretation is differ-

ent from the structure index. The Lyapunov expo-
nents or the conditional exponents measure the
change in the dynamics that occurs when one makes
a small change in the initial conditions. Therefore a
system with large exponents has a large freedom to
change its future state with a small effort at the
present time. From this point of view, h measuresk

Ž .the apparent from the point of view of unit k
Ždynamical freedom or rate of information produc-

.tion of unit k. h has the same interpretation forNyk

the system composed of the remaining Ny1 units.
However it is h that defines the actual rate of

Ž .information production or dynamical freedom of
the whole system. Therefore I is a measure of the
apparent excess of dynamical freedom.

4. Remarks and conclusions

1. An interesting feature of complex systems is
that the behavior of the whole is so different from
the behavior of the parts. From simple systems with
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simple rules, complex macropatterns emerge. To un-
derstand why this is so and what universal features,
if any, underlie this phenomenon is a challenging
task. It is also of practical importance because emer-
gent properties are ubiquitous in the universe around
us.

As a rule, in the emergence of the macropatterns,
one sees the formation, through interactions, of sub-
assemblies which combine with similar subassem-
blies, with the structure at each level constraining
what emerges at the next level. The nature of the
interactions between the agents, and then between
the subassemblies, is the key to the understanding of
the macropatterns.

One dynamical effect has been identified in this
paper which generates collective patterns. When, in
an interacting multi-agent system the parameters
changes and one reaches a region where one or more
of the positive Lyapunov exponents approach zero,
the slow separation dynamics along the direction of
the corresponding eigenvectors leads to the develop-
ment of temporal structures, even without dimension
reduction in phase-space. The structures are expected
to be metastable, but with a time scale much larger
than the cycle time of the individual units. These
regions, where the system displays a coordinated
behavior, are located near the transition disorder-
order but still on the disorder side. Emergence of
structures at the Lyapunov exponents transition re-
gions is expected to be an universal phenomenon,
but the detailed nature of the structures must be
model-dependent.

2. The approach to zero, from above, of the
Lyapunov exponents generates collective patterns.
The question, however, is how frequently should one
expect this situation to occur. Two basic mechanisms
may be identified:
Ø When there is a natural limitation on the range of

values that the state variable of each individual
agent can take, the coupling must be convex, like
in the Bernoulli network example. Then, the con-
vex coupling leads to an overall contracting effect
and Lyapunov transitions are to be expected when
the coupling increases. In spatially extended sys-
tems, for example, the basic interaction law might
not change but a change in density implies an
effective coupling increase. Therefore in a evolv-
ing system where the number of individuals

Žchanges in time but the available space remains
.fixed , effects of the type described here might be

expected to arise when the population density
changes.

Ø Another mechanism leading to Lyapunov expo-
nents that are positive but close to zero, occurs
when agents with sensitive dependent dynamics
interact via a friction mechanism. This resistance
to change has as a consequence that only the
agents under the largest stress will be allowed to
evolve. For a large number of agents, this sequen-
tial dynamics leads to an effective Lyapunov
exponent close to zero. This is a situation that
seems to occur in many examples of what has
been called self-organized criticality. These sys-
tems would be poised on the edge of criticality as
a consequence of this type of sequential dynam-
ics.
3. That at the transition regions between chaos

and order, evolving systems display interesting struc-
tured properties had been suggested before by sev-

w xeral authors 20,21 . Why some natural systems might
have evolved to such narrow regions in parameter
space is, to a large extent, an open question. By
driving the Lyapunov exponents to transition re-
gions, the friction-controlled sequential dynamics of
chaotic systems or the density-dependent increase of
the effective interaction, are dynamical mechanisms
that might explain, in some cases, the evolution
towards the transition regions.

4. Given an invariant measure for an interacting
system, the structure index and the measure of self-
organization are both well-defined ergodic invariants
which characterize different aspects of the collective
behavior. They provide a first step towards a rigor-
ous ergodic theory of self-organization. However, it
should be mentioned that a dynamical measure is not
completely characterized by the Lyapunov and the
conditional exponents. Ruelle, for example, has
pointed out that the exponents being obtained as
limits of averages, the moments of the fluctuations
around the average are new, independent, ergodic

Ž .invariants unless the fluctuations are Gaussian . Mo-
ments are not always a reliable way to characterize

w xstochastic processes 22 but large families of er-
godic invariants may be obtained in several other
ways, for example from a variational formulation of

w xthe dynamics 23 .
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